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ABSTRACT

The flow environment associated with tropical cyclone genesis (TCG) over the western North Pacific was

assessed via categorization into five flow patterns: monsoon shear line (SL), monsoon confluence region (CR),

monsoon gyre (GY), easterly wave (EW), and preexisting tropical cyclone (PTC). Using reanalysis data and

an objective algorithm, the authors defined ‘‘contribution scores’’ for the five flow patterns. Each score

represents the contribution to TCG from each flow pattern, and scores were calculated for 908 TCG cases

from 1979 to 2008 (30 yr). Of the major contribution flow patterns, SL accounted for 42% of TCGs, EW for

18%,CR for 16%, PTC for 11%, andGY for 6%. Seasonal variations in the occurrence frequency of these five

patterns were clear, but interannual variations were not as apparent. Tropical cyclones often appear to be

generated in conditions with multiple flow patterns. Thus, relationships between multiple flow patterns were

investigated by comparing contribution scores. The SL and CR patterns were strongly correlated to each

other, which can be explained by the monsoon southwesterly that organizes both patterns. The EW pattern

tends to be independent of the other flow patterns. The PTC pattern has a relatively high correlation with CR,

but does not have a correlation with SL or EW. Thus, the characteristics of flow patterns for the occurrence

frequency of TCG are derived for a longer period than in previous studies, and correlations among flow

patterns are also investigated.

1. Introduction

This study aims to expand upon previous studies to

develop the understanding of tropical cyclone genesis

in the western North Pacific over a multidecadal time

frame. Several studies of the preferred synoptic condi-

tions for the genesis and development of tropical cyclones

(TCs) have been made. Gray (1968, 1998) considered

environmental factors such as high sea surface temper-

ature, conditional instability, and high relative humidity

in the midtroposphere, cyclonic absolute vorticity in the

lower troposphere, anticyclonic absolute vorticity in the

upper troposphere, and weak vertical shear of horizontal

wind as providing the preferred environment for tropical

cyclone genesis (TCG). Research on the tropospheric

dynamical conditions for TCG include Zehr (1992) and

Ritchie andHolland (1999, hereafterRH99), both over the

western North Pacific (WNP). Zehr (1992) investigated

the environment flow for TCGs associated with the

monsoon trough. He classified such TCGs into prominent

easterly, weak westerly, and strong westerly patterns.

RH99 considered five environmental flow patterns pre-

ferred for TCG: monsoon shear line (SL), monsoon con-

fluence region (CR), monsoon gyre (GY), easterly wave

(EW), and Rossby wave energy dispersion (RD). Of

these five patterns, the SL, CR, and GY patterns are

related to the monsoon trough. Gray (1968, 1998) men-

tioned that the monsoon trough is the most favorable

environment for the formation of multiday persistent

cloud clusters that frequently grow into TCs. The trough

extends from the Indochina Peninsula in the west to the

east of the Philippine Sea, and is accompanied by south-

westerly flow on its southern side. The SL, CR, and GY

patterns have different kinematic features. The SL pat-

tern involves cyclonic shear of the horizontal wind along

the monsoon trough. The CR pattern is the confluence

zone between monsoon westerly and easterly winds

(RH99). Holland (1995) suggested that equatorial waves

become trapped in the CR, and that the waves intensify.

This can lead to an accumulation of wave energy in the

region, and increased potential for cyclogenesis. The GY
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pattern is a synoptic-scale gyre embedded within the

monsoon trough (Lander 1994; Chen et al. 1996), which

is formed when the strong shear flow of the monsoon

trough is perturbed by easterly waves (Chen et al. 2008).

Lander (1994) showed cases where several TCs were

organized in association with a single monsoon gyre

event persisting for several weeks over theWNP in 1991

and 1993.

The EW is a synoptic-scale wave within the trade wind

system. The troughs of the EW are recognized as pre-

ferred environments for TCG over the equatorial At-

lantic (Yanai 1961, 1968; Shapiro 1977). The EW trough

sometimes develops into TCs in the equatorial Pacific

(Heta 1990, 1991). Chen et al. (2008) also suggested that

many TCGs over the WNP are affected by easterly

waves.

The RD pattern is associated with a preexisting

tropical cyclone (PTC; referred to as such in this study).

A mature TC disperses its energy as a Rossby wave,

which is emitted southeastward from the TC and forms

a wave train. One of the low pressure areas of the wave

train sometimes develops into a TC (McDonald 1998; Li

and Fu 2006; Li et al. 2006).

RH99 categorized 199 TCGs from 1984 to 1992 (ex-

cept 1989) into these five patterns using grid fields from

the Australian Bureau of Meteorology tropical analysis

scheme and Japanese Geostationary Meteorological

Satellite images. They found that the percentage oc-

currence of TCG events attributable to the SL, CR, EW,

RD, and GY patterns are 42%, 29%, 18%, 8%, and 3%,

respectively. They also investigated the flow features of

composited patterns for each category.

Lee et al. (2008, hereafter L08) have also investigated

flow conditions over the WNP. They used meteoro-

logical geostationary satellite data and Quick Scattero-

meter (QuikSCAT) oceanic wind data and examined

124 TCG cases during the period from 1999 to 2004.

They identified six flow patterns; the EW, SL, and CR

patterns are the same as in RH99, but they introduced

more localized flow patterns: northeasterly flow, co-

existence of northeasterly and southwesterly flow, and

southwesterly flow.

This study seeks to expand the time series of TCG

analysis from periods of 8 (RH99) or 6 yr (L08), to 30 yr

(from 1979 to 2008). A similar analysis over a longer

period is required to investigate the existence of in-

terannual change. Further, the past studies attributed

each TCG event to a single flow pattern. Li and Fu

(2006) intensively examined TCG associated with the

PTC pattern, and reported cases where no TCG oc-

curred despite a significant Rossby wave train. This

finding suggests that some other background dynamic

conditions are in operation. Since it is probable that

several flow patterns contribute to a TCG case, the

second and subsequent contributing patterns to each

TCG event are considered in this study.

In contrast to the subjective classification procedures

of RH99 and L08, this study employs an objective

method to classify distinguishing patterns of the flow

fields over the WNP. In the method, we first compute

scores describing the contributions from the five differ-

ent flow patterns to each TCG case. The flow pattern

with the highest score is determined to be the dominant

pattern. The second and the third contributions from

other flow patterns are then examined using the minor

scores. The flow patterns considered in this study are the

five identified by RH99: the SL, CR, GY, EW, and PTC

patterns.

In sections 2 and 3, the data and analysis method are

explained, respectively. The results for the major con-

tributions are analyzed in section 4a. In section 4b, we

analyze the seasonal and interannual changes of the

major contributions. The conditions of the upper tro-

posphere are considered in section 4c. Relationships

among the five flow patterns are discussed in section 5a.

The TCG and the genesis potential index are compared

in the light of environment flow pattern in section 5b.

Finally, we show some examples of the unclassified cases

in the present analysis in section 5c.

2. Data

The TCGs are taken from the best-track data of the

Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) from 1979 to

2008. Of the 909 best-track records in the WNP basin in

this period, 908 records are subject to analysis. The first

record in January 1979 was excluded because the initial

time of the TC fell outside of the data period.

Since we are interested in the early phase of TCG, the

initial position and time of each best-track record are

used as the place and time of TCG following RH99 and

L08. In the present study, we use the 6-hourly reanalysis

data produced by JapanMeteorological Agency (JMA):

Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis (JRA-25)/JMA Climate

Data Assimilation System (JCDAS; Onogi et al. 2007).

The JRA-25 reanalysis project was conducted over 1979

to 2004, and the same reanalysis is being continued after

2005 using JCDAS algorithm. We used 30-yr data from

1979 to 2008. The horizontal resolution of the JRA-25/

JCDAS data is 1.258. For each TCG case, we compute

five scores representing the contribution from the five

flow patterns—SL, CR, GY, EW, and PTC (shown in

Fig. 1)—using the reanalysis data.

RH99 showed that a precursor perturbation of TC

appears approximately 72 h prior to the time of TCG for

these patterns. Briegel and Frank (1997) also suggested
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that southwesterly surges that organize SL and CR oc-

curred approximately 72 h prior to the TCG over the

WNP. Considering these studies, we compute an aver-

aged field from those taken 66 and 72 h before the TCG

time, and compute contribution scores from SL, CR, GY,

and EW. The averaging is applied to filter out small-scale

perturbations. The 850-hPa wind is used in these scores.

For the PTC pattern, the sea level pressure at the TCG

time is used, because the wave train seen in the PTC

pattern becomes significant at the time of TCG (RH99).

3. Definitions of contribution scores

In this section, the definition of five contribution scores

and the detail calculation procedure are described.

a. The shear line pattern

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the SL is defined as a line-

shaped region that has a horizontal wind shear of zonal

component. The SL contribution to TCG is evaluated

using the wind shear intensity and the distance between

the location of TCG and SL. Thus, the score of SL is

calculated by

SCRSL5

A

�
›u

›y

�
ave

exp(B3 dist)

Max[scrSL]
. (1)

In this equationA and B are arbitrary constants and are

set to A 5 21.0 and B 5 21.0 3 1025. These constants

are used to properly disperse SCLSL values for all cases

across a wide range, and the detail is explained in section

3f. The raw contribution scores, scrSL, are computed by

A(›u/›y)ave 3 exp(B 3 distn), which are then normal-

ized by their maximum value, Max[scrSL].

The location of SL at a fixed longitude is identified as

the place where the sign of the zonal wind component

changes from negative on the northern side of the grid to

positive on the southern side. We first search for the SL

in the meridional direction at the longitude of TCG. If

there are multiple grid cells satisfying the criteria, the

one nearest to the TCG location is selected and called

the ‘‘center grid.’’ The distance between the center grid

and the TCG location is used as ‘‘dist’’ in Eq. (1). An

upper limit of 1500 km is set for dist, since a SL far from

the TCG location may not contribute to TCG. If the dist

is more than 1500 km, the SL score is not calculated.

Next, we trace the shear line in the longitudinal di-

rection from the center grid. At the neighboring longi-

tudinal grid cells, the location of SL is searched for in the

same manner as described above (see Fig. 2). In cases

where multiple candidates exist, the location with the

greatest gradient is selected. This procedure is repeated

in the westward and the eastward directions until no

more candidates are found. When the detected SL is

shorter than six grid cells in the west–east direction, we

assume that the SL is too short in length for TCG, and

the SL score is not calculated. The intensity of the SL

feature is calculated as the averagedmeridional gradient

of zonal wind over the detected SL. In the averaging, SL

points more than 10 grid cells from the center grid are

eliminated, if they exist.

FIG. 1. A schematic image of the five flow patterns contributing to

TCG based on RH99. The westerly and easterly winds are indicated

by arrows, and a preexisting TC is indicated as a vortex shape.

FIG. 2. An example of searching for a line-shaped region (i.e., SL

or CR). The grids correspond to a latitude–longitude field, and

have horizontal wind component data at each grid point. First, the

center grid is defined as the location closest to the TCGat which the

latitudinal shear of the zonal wind changes sign. Then, the neigh-

boring grids are searched for a change in sign of the horizontal

shear of the zonal wind. The neighboring grid cells are selected

from each set of three candidate grids using the criteria, which are

the boundary of the zonal wind, and a larger gradient of wind

component than other candidates. Finally, the grid points defining

the line shape region are selected following the gray arrows.
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b. The confluence region pattern

The CR is defined as the border between westerly and

easterly winds, and its score is evaluated using the in-

tensity of the zonal wind convergence and the distance

between the location of TCG and calculated by

SCRCR5

A

�
›u

›x

�
ave

exp(B3dist)

Max[scrCR]
. (2)

In this equation A and B are arbitrary constants, with

A 5 21.0 and B 5 21.0 3 1025. The values are normal-

ized by their maxima, which are similar to that of the SL.

We first search for the grid where a westerly wind

exists at the longitude of the TCG in the meridional

direction. If there are multiple candidates, the location

with the strongest wind speed is selected, and referred to

as the ‘‘westerly grid.’’ If there is no westerly grid at the

longitude of the TCG location, we search at a longitude

one grid to the west. This is repeated until a candidate is

found, or longitude is 708E. If no candidate is found

before 708E, we do not calculate a CR score.

Once a westerly grid is identified, we search for the

confluence of the zonal wind in a longitudinal direction

at the latitude of the westerly grid. This confluence is

detected as the grid cell where the sign of the zonal wind

component changes from positive (western side) to neg-

ative (eastern side). If there are multiple candidates sat-

isfying this criterion, the one nearest to the westerly grid

is selected, and called the center grid. The distance be-

tween the TCG location and the center grid is calculated

as dist in Eq. (2). We set an upper limit of 1500 km for

dist since a CR far from the TCG location may not

contribute to the genesis. If the dist is more than 1500 km,

we do not calculate a CR score.

Next, we trace the CR from the center grid in the

meridional direction. The location of CR is searched for

in the same manner as SL, but the search direction is

north–south. When the detected CR is shorter than

three grid cells in the west–east direction, we assume

that the CR is too short in length for TCG, and the CR

score is not calculated. The intensity of the CR feature is

calculated as the averaged longitudinal gradient of the

zonal wind over the detected CR. In the averaging, CR

points farther than six grid cells from the center grid are

eliminated.

c. The easterly wave pattern

The EW contribution to TCG is evaluated using the

intensity of the west–east shear of the meridional wind

near the trough and the distance between the location

of TCG and the trough. Thus, the contribution score

for the EW pattern is calculated from the following

equation:

SCREW 5

A

�
›y

›x

�
exp(B3 dist)

Max[scrEW]
, (3)

where A 5 2.0 3 1021 and B 5 21.0 3 1022. The EW

score is calculated only for cases when the TCG took

place in easterly winds. We search for troughs of the

easterly wave in a test domain, whose western edge is

four grid cells to the west of the TCG location, and the

eastern edge is 1808. The north–south width of the test

domain is 11 grid cells centered at the TCG latitude. The

trough is detected as the location where the meridional

wind is northward to the east and southward to the west.

That is, the sign of the meridional wind component is

positive on the eastern side and negative on the western

side, and is referred to as the ‘‘trough grid’’.

The distance between the trough grid and the TCG

location is determined considering the movement of the

trough. Since the meteorological field is taken as an

average of 66 and 72 h before the TCG time, the west-

ward propagation of the trough over a nominal 69 h

must be considered. There are several discussions on the

propagation speed of the easterly wave. The propaga-

tion speed of waves with a wavelength of 3000–4000 km

is 29 m s21 (Reed and Recker 1971), and that of wave

with a wavelength of 4000 km is 211.6 m s21 over the

North Pacific (Serra et al. 2008). According to Tam and

Li (2006), the shorter the wavelength, the slower the

propagation speed to the west of 1508E. The zonal wind
speed over theNorth Pacific is more than28 m s21 at its

maximum, and tends to be much slower than the maxi-

mum over the western North Pacific (Serra et al. 2008).

Considering this information, the propagation speed of

the easterly wave is assumed to be the same as the av-

eraged easterly wind speed near the trough. If there are

multiple trough grids, the one nearest to the TCG lo-

cation is selected. The distance of the nearest trough grid

to the TCG location is used as dist in Eq. (3). The in-

tensity of the EW feature is calculated as the longitu-

dinal gradient of the meridional wind at the nearest

trough grid.

d. The monsoon gyre pattern

The score of the GY pattern is evaluated using the

similarity of the 850-hPa flow field to a composite of

typical GY cases reported by Lander (1994). To calcu-

late the GY score, a model GY pattern is first con-

structed. The model pattern is a composite of 6 TCG

cases identified as the GY pattern by Lander (1994);

these cases are the 10th (Ellie), 11th (Gladys), and 13th
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(no name) TC records in 1991, and the 10th (Nathan),

11th (Ofelia), and 12th (Percy) TC records in 1993 in the

JTWC best-track dataset. The score for the monsoon

gyre pattern GY is calculated by

SCRGY 5
exp(2M)3 (z2 zstd)

Max[scrGY]
. (4)

Vorticity z is calculated using the 850-hPa wind com-

ponent at the TCG location. The vorticity is expressed as

an excess from a standard value, zstd 5 1 3 1025, con-

sidering a discussion in RH99. According to RH99, the

monsoon gyre has stronger low-level cyclonic vorticity

(;2 3 1025 s21) than the shear line, so that the degree

of excess from the standard should be used to represent

the intensity of the GY pattern. In Eq. (4),M represents

the degree of pattern matching between the model cases

and the TCG case. M is calculated by

M5 �
ni

i50
�
nj

j50

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
[C0

(i,j) 2 data0(i,j)]
2

q
, (5)

where i and j represent the horizontal grid; ni and nj are

the width and length, respectively, of the pattern

matching test domain; C0 is the model GY pattern sea

level pressure (SLP) field; and data0 is the corresponding
SLP field of a given TCG case. Prime means deviation

from the average over the matching domain. If the TCG

case is a good match to the model case, the degree of

pattern matching ‘‘M’’ has a small value, and thus exp

(21 3 M) has a large value.

e. The preexisting tropical cyclone pattern

Li and Fu (2006) and Li et al. (2006) analyzed PTC

patterns in the horizontal wind at 850 hPa or surface

pressure between the TCG location and PTC. Based on

their discussion, the contribution score of PTC is esti-

mated by the amplitude of the closest wave to the PTC,

Cwy1, as

SCRPTC 5
C2
wy1

Max[scrPTC]
. (6)

Before calculation of the score, we search for PTC at the

TCG time in the JTWC best-track data. Since the

Rossby wave is emitted in the southeast direction from

the PTC location, a PTC is identified only when it exists

in the quadrant northwest of the TCG location. If there

are multiple PTC candidates, the one closest to the TCG

location is selected. Once a PTC is found, we compute

the amplitude of the first Fourier component, Cwy1,

of SLP along the line connecting the PTC and TCG

locations. It should be noted that for the PTC score, the

meteorological field at the TCG time is used instead of

that 69 h before TCG.

f. The brief feature of scoring equations

Via calculations in the prior section, we obtain a set of

normalized contribution scores from the five patterns

for every TCG case. Table 1 shows examples of calcu-

lated contribution scores for some TCG cases in 1996.

The maximum contribution score is shown in bold and

the corresponding flow pattern is determined as the

major flow pattern contributing to the TCG. The flow

pattern of the next largest contribution score is assumed

as the secondary contribution and so on. Figure 3 shows

histograms of the calculated scores for five patterns over

the 30-yr analysis period, and an example of tuning for

arbitrary scaling factor in the SL pattern case.

To show the sensitivity of SCLSL to the value ofA and

B, the standard deviation of SCLSL and exp(B 3 dist),

which is referred to ‘‘term2,’’ are calculated for different

TABLE 1. Examples of contribution scores of each of the five flow

pattern calculated by the objective algorithm for some TCG cases

in 1996. Bold characters indicate the maximum score in the TCG,

thus the flow pattern with this score is identified as the major

contribution.

TCG Genesis time SL CR GY EW PTC

D199601 0600 UTC

23 Feb 1996

0.314 0.000 0.004 0.311 0.000

D199602 1800 UTC

29 Mar 1996

0.384 0.000 0.146 0.092 0.000

D199603 0000 UTC

25 Apr 1996

0.232 0.000 0.000 0.239 0.000

D199604 0000 UTC

7 May 1996

0.099 0.293 0.091 0.036 0.000

D199605 0000 UTC

16 May 1996

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

D199606 1200 UTC

3 Jul 1996

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

D199607 0600 UTC

10 Jul 1996

0.000 0.446 0.000 0.000 0.393

D199608 1200 UTC

19 Jul 1996

0.170 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

D199609 0000 UTC

19 Jul 1996

0.000 0.969 0.000 0.383 0.263

D199610 0600 UTC

21 Jul 1996

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.073 0.521

D199611 0600 UTC

27 Jul 1996

0.294 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.037

D199612 1200 UTC

25 Jul 1996

0.000 0.336 0.000 0.037 0.777

D199613 0000 UTC

28 Jul 1996

0.359 0.211 0.000 0.012 0.139

D199614 0000 UTC

4 Aug 1996

0.266 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

D199615 0600 UTC

10 Aug 1996

0.178 0.000 0.483 0.920 0.000
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B with A 5 21, and plotted in the Fig. 3f. When the

factorB is small, the standard deviation of score is large.

That is, the score is distributed over a wide range.

However, the standard deviation of term2 becomes

smaller. Therefore, the factor B should be decided as a

balance between score spreading and contribution from

the distance parameter. Of course, the decided value is

checked by consideration of consistency to the classifi-

cation result by RH99, we decided factor B as 21.0 3
1025 for the SL pattern. After this kind of tuning is done,

the score distributions are widely spread for all 30-yr

cases as shown in the histograms of Fig. 3.

g. Validation of contributing flow patterns

The flow pattern of themaximum contribution score is

determined as the major flow pattern, but a subjective

inspection of the meteorological field is conducted be-

fore a final decision is made. This is necessary to avoid

misjudgments in particular situations. For example, if

another TC exists near the TCG location 69 h before the

time of TCG, the cyclonic flow associated with the first

TCmay form local wind shear that may result in a locally

high score for SL and/or CR.However, this wind shear is

not associated with the monsoon trough, and such cases

should be removed. When the major contribution is

denied by the subjective check, it is cast into the un-

classified flow (UCF) pattern category. The UCF cate-

gory contains cases where the major flow pattern cannot

be determined by the objective algorithm in the present

study and also includes cases where no value for the

scores of any of the five patterns is computed for a TCG

case. Such cases are seen in Table 1.

The second and the third contributing flow patterns

are also ranked. For their minor contributions, however,

we checked the statistical significance of the ranking

using an f test and the Student’s t test or Welch’s t test.

For each flow pattern, the relationship between neigh-

boring ranks is checked at the 5% significance level

using a t test. The results are shown in Table 2. From

Table 2, the SL, CR, and PTC patterns show significant

differences for the first (major)–second, and the second–

third at the 5% significance level in the t test. The GY

FIG. 3. Histograms of the percentage of cases against contribution score for the following flow patterns for TCG cases in the western

North Pacific from 1979 to 2008: (a) SL, (b) CR, (c) GY, (d) EW, and (e) PTC. The horizontal axis is the contribution score ranging from

0 to 1. The vertical axis is the number of TCG cases as a percentage. (f) The property of coefficientB in a case of the SL; the horizontal axis

is value of coefficient B, the left side vertical axis is standard deviations for SCRSL, and the right side is the term of exp(B 3 dist).
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and EW patterns show a significant difference for the

first–second, second–third, and third–fourth. In the fol-

lowing section, we will discuss the contribution of flow

patterns confirmed by this significance test.

Typical cases of TCGs for the different major flow

patterns are shown in Fig. 4 (the GY pattern is excluded

here). The red star indicates the TCG location, and color

shade represents zonal flow at 69 h before genesis time.

Scores for each flow pattern are shown in the bar chart.

In Fig. 4a, the shear line (blue dotted line) is detected

near the genesis location by the objective algorithm. The

SL score is the highest and thus determined as the major

contribution pattern, and a secondary contribution from

GY is present. In Fig. 4b, a confluence region repre-

sented by the yellow dotted line is detected at the

leading edge of the westerly wind. There is also a pre-

existing TC about 1500 km to the west of the genesis

location at the genesis time. In this case, CR provides the

major and PTC the secondary contribution. TCG asso-

ciated with the easterly wave trough is depicted in Fig.

4c. Each of the three green dotted lines represents part

of the easterly wave trough as detected by the objective

algorithm, but no score was computed for other flow

patterns. In Fig. 4d, both a preexisting TC (purple star)

and easterly wave troughs (green dots) are detected by

the algorithm. According to the calculated contribution

scores, PTC is the major and EW the secondary con-

tributing flow pattern.

4. Results

a. Percent occurrence of the major contributing
flow patterns

Table 3 shows the number (and percentage) of TCGs

categorized as the major contribution into each of the

five patterns for all TCG cases during the period from

TABLE 2. A statistical t test at the 5% significance level between

ranking of contribution scores; ‘‘p’’ and ‘‘3’’ indicate ‘‘significant’’

and ‘‘not significant’’, respectively.

Patterns First–second Second–third Third–fourth Fourth–fifth

SL p p 3 3
CR p p 3 3
GY p p 3 3
EW p p p 3
PTC p p p 3

FIG. 4. Examples of flow patterns: (a) SL, (b) CR, (c) EW, and (d) PTC. The GY pattern is not shown. Vectors are

the horizontal wind field at 850-hPa height, and the color shade is the zonal wind at the same height. Green color

contours represent sea level pressure.
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1979 to 2008. The most frequent pattern is SL at 42% of

TCG cases, followed by CR and EW at 16% and 18%,

respectively. The contribution from PTC and GY are

11% and 6%, respectively, indicating that these are

rather minor flow patterns for TCG over the WNP. The

UCF pattern, which accounts for 7% of all cases, in-

cludes both cases that did not have scores for any of the

five patterns (4%) and those for which the objectively

determined pattern was denied by subjective inspection

of the meteorological chart (3%).

The geographic distribution of each pattern is shown

in Table 3 and Fig. 5. The tabulated values are averaged

over all of the cases of each pattern and the figure shows

box plots for the distribution range of TCG latitude and

longitude. The TCG locations are mainly concentrated

at 128N, 1448E. There is no significant difference in the

TCG location among the five patterns, except for the

PTC pattern. TCGs associated with the PTC occurred

on average farther to the east of the other patterns with

a 5% level of significance. The TCG location of theUCF

pattern is biased to the north and west compared with

the other classified patterns.

In the lower half of Table 3, the categorization results

of the current study and RH99 are compared. Since the

analysis period used by RH99 was from 1984 to 1992

except 1989, our results are resampled over the same

period. According to the JTWC best-track data, there

were 229 TCG cases in this period over theWNP. RH99

categorized 199 of these cases into the five patterns,

while we categorized 217 cases. In both analyses SL is

the most frequent pattern. CR and EW follow with

around 20%, then PTC and GY have minor frequency.

Thus, we estimate basically similar statistics compared

with the previous study, despite a slight difference of

numbers.

b. Temporal changes of the TC genesis environment

Figure 6 shows seasonal changes in the proportion of

major flow patterns for the five classified and one un-

classified patterns. Figure 6a shows the total number of

cases in each pattern for each month over the analysis

period from 1979 to 2008, and Fig. 6b shows the number

of cases in each pattern for each month as a percentage

of the monthly total. From Fig. 6a, TCG associated with

the SL and EW patterns occurs throughout the year,

although fewer cases occur in winter. The seasonal

change of the EW pattern is less significant than the

corresponding change in the SL pattern. From Fig. 6b,

the SL pattern occurs in all months. When TCG occurs

during winter and in the SL pattern, westerly winds do

not extend from India. Rather, westerly winds exist lo-

cally over theWNP. This is discussed in section 5b again.

TABLE 3. Statistical summary of five flow pattern categories associated with TCG for the 30-yr study period from 1979 to 2008 and

resampled to RH99 in the western North Pacific.

ALL SL (%) CR (%) GY (%) EW (%) PTC (%) UCF (%)

Current (1979–2008) 908 380 (42) 146 (16) 59 (6) 165 (18) 97 (11) 61 (7)

Avg lat (8N) 12.9 12.1 14.0 12.5 13.0 12.8 15.9

Avg lon (8E) 143.4 142.5 140.2 139.5 145.0 154.0 139.0

Current (1984–92)* 217 89 (42) 32 (15) 18 (8) 42 (20) 33 (15) —

RH99 (1984–92)* 199 84 (42) 58 (29) 5 (3) 36 (18) 16 (8) —

* 1989 is excluded.

FIG. 5. Boxplots of tropical cyclone genesis location for all five flow patterns: (a) latitude and (b) longitude. The

vertical bar shows the full range of the distributions, and the box shows the interquantile range of 25%–75% of all

cases. The bold horizontal line indicates the median.
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On the other hand, the CR and PTC patterns do not

appear from January to March. The occurrence of CR

and PTC cases increases in summer, and the proportion

of CR is larger than that of EW in June, July, August,

and September. These variations can be explained via

the following consideration. The southwesterly wind

tends to be stronger over theWNP in summer, thus the SL

and CR flow patterns may be organized more frequently.

Therefore, many TCs are generated in monsoon-related

flow patterns such as SL and CR. Moreover, in summer,

the number of TCs increases, and hence the opportunity

for preparing the PTC flow pattern increases, thus TCG

cases associated with PTC increase. The UCF pattern

occurs in all seasons, and the number of UCF cases in-

creases in summer.

Figure 7 shows the interannual change in the total

number of TCG cases (Fig. 7a) and the percent occur-

rence (Fig. 7b) of the major flow pattern. Although SL is

the dominant flow pattern for TCG overall, in 1995 the

proportion of SL events was smaller than those of EW

and PTC. In recent years from 2002 to 2007, the SL

pattern has been especially dominant, and more than

50% of TCs were organized associated with the SL

pattern in these years. The number of SL events seems

to be increasing during the period from 1979 to 2008, and

the calculated linear rate of increase is 1.3 (10 yr)21.

The next-most frequent patterns during the 30-yr

analysis period are EW andCR. The TCGoccurrence of

these patterns shows significant interannual variability,

ranging from a few percent to one-quarter of cases in a

given year. The proportion of PTC events only accounts

for 11% of TCG in the 30-yr analysis period (Table 3),

yet contributed to more than 25% of TCGs in 1992,

1995, 1996, and 1997. Likewise, the GY pattern accounts

for a low proportion of TCGs over the 30 years, but

made a nonnegligible contribution in some years.

The black line at the top of Fig. 7 is the Niño-3 index,

which is a proxy for the interannual variation of ENSO.

The values are calculated by the Japan Meteorological

Agency and are subject to a 5-month running mean.

There is no significant correlation between the index and

the frequency of each TCG pattern. However, the EW

pattern has a correlation coefficient of 20.53 with 1%

significance. This small but significant correlation is at-

tributed to the relation between the easterly trade winds

and ENSO. During a La Niña, easterly winds are en-

hanced, so that the possibility of EW pattern increases.

The opposite occurs during an El Niño.

c. The upper-tropospheric environment
related to TCG

The condition of the upper troposphere is important

for TCG, and Gray (1968, 1998) suggests that weak

vertical shear of horizontal wind and anticyclonic cir-

culation at the upper levels of the troposphere are pre-

ferred for TCG. Thus, RH99 also considered the upper

troposphere conditions in order to assess the flow pat-

terns. Following them, we calculated ‘‘circulation’’ at

200 hPa and ‘‘deep vertical shear of horizontal wind

speed’’ (200–850 hPa at the TCG location) using the

horizontal wind field of JRA-25/JCDAS to diagnose

the upper-tropospheric environment. The circulation is

FIG. 6. Seasonal variation of the five flow patterns from 1979 to 2008 (30 yr): (a) accumulated

number of TCG cases per month and (b) percentages normalized by the monthly total.
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calculated along a circle approximately 1387 km in di-

ameter (10 grid cells width of the reanalysis data), and

centered at the TCG location. The vertical shear (VS) is

calculated by VS 5 jU200 2 U850j mean component of

the horizontal wind at 200 and 850 hPa, respectively.

HereUmeans zonal wind component. We will focus on

the vertical shear produced by dominant flow over the

WNP (i.e., trade easterly and monsoon westerly).

Figure 8 shows the intensity of circulation and vertical

shear for all TCG cases in the analysis period. A positive

circulation value indicates cyclonic circulation, and a

negative value indicates anticyclonic circulation in Fig. 8a.

About 75% of the classified TCGs occurred when the

upper-tropospheric circulation was anticyclonic. How-

ever, there was no difference in upper circulation between

the different flow patterns. Thus, anticyclonic circula-

tion in the upper troposphere is the preferred condition

for TCG in association with any lower-tropospheric flow

pattern, which is consistent with Gray (1968, 1998).

From Fig. 8b, TCGs tend to occur under weak vertical

shear for all five patterns, and more than 75% of TCG

cases occurred when vertical shear was below 20 m s21.

According to Gray (1968, 1998), weak vertical shear is a

preferred condition for TCG, and tropical storms do not

FIG. 7. Interannual variations of the five flow patterns: (a) accumulated number of TCG cases per year and

(b) percentages normalized by the yearly number of TCG cases. A black line in (a) shows the Niño-3 index, which is

taken during a 5-month running mean.

FIG. 8. Boxplots of (a) upper-tropospheric circulation and (b) deep vertical wind shear for all five flowpatterns. The

vertical bar shows the full range of the distributions, and the box shows the interquantile range of 25%–75% of all

cases. The bold horizontal line indicates themedian.A positive value of circulation indicates cyclonic circulation, and

a negative value anticyclonic circulation.
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occur where the observed climatological tropospheric

wind shear is large (i.e., greater than 20 m s21). Thus,

the preference for weak vertical shear as a condition for

TCG is consistent with previous studies, and is common

among the five flow patterns.

Montgomery and Farrell (1993), Molinari et al. (1995),

and Ferreira and Schubert (1999) suggested that the

existence of the tropical upper tropospheric trough

(TUTT) is a favorable condition for the TCG. Briegel

and Frank (1997) concluded that approximately 40% of

TCG cases formed when the TUTT was located within

2500 km to the northwest of the TCG location prior

to genesis. This feature is also shortly checked for our

30-yr cases. We calculated circulation at 200 hPa at ev-

ery grids for every TCG cases in the square domain

(21 3 21 grids in 1.258) centering each TCG location.

The circulation is calculated by the way mentioned above

in this section. The location that has the maximum cy-

clonic circulation in the domain is assumed as the loca-

tion of the TUTT.

Figure 9 shows distance (Fig. 9a) and direction (Fig.

9b) of upper-tropospheric cyclonic circulation from the

TCG location. Cases greater than circulation intensity

equal to 0.72 3 1027 (m2 s21), which is the 75th per-

centile, are plotted. FromFig. 9a, the distance has a peak

at approximately 1800 km. More than a half of the total

TCG cases located within the 1800-km distance from the

upper-tropospheric cyclonic circulation. This feature is

consistent with Briegel and Frank (1997), and there is

no significant difference among major flow patterns. It

is obvious that many TCG cases take place when the

upper-tropospheric cyclonic circulation is at the north-

west of the TCG. While this is consistent with Briegel

and Frank (1997), cyclonic circulations appear also at

the northeast of the TCG location.

5. Discussion

a. Distributions of scores and relationships between
patterns

In previous studies, each TCGwas related to a single

flow pattern (RH99; L08). In some TCG cases, how-

ever, multiple flow patterns may contribute to the

genesis. Since five contribution scores are computed in

this study, it is possible to estimate the contribution

from different flow patterns. Figure 10 shows scatter

diagrams of the contribution scores for combinations

of major and minor flow patterns with a 5% signifi-

cance level. The GY-major combinations were not

included since there was no significant relation to other

minor patterns. Figure 10a is, for example, a scatter

diagram of SL (major contribution) and CR (minor

contribution). The first-order regression line (FOR)

and determination coefficient (represented by R2) are

also shown in each diagram. The FOR slope represents

the change in the minor contribution score when the

major contribution score is increasing. If the slope

is steep, a minor pattern makes a greater contribution

to the TCG case. In cases when the significance is less

than the 5% criteria (see section 3), the plot is not

shown (i.e., SL is considered until it is the third con-

tribution, CR the third, PTC the third, and EW the

fourth; see Table 2).

As seen in Fig. 10, there are many cases in which the

score of the minor contribution pattern is close to that of

the major. That is, the minor contribution patterns are

also important features for such a TCG. The physical

process of TCG may be different in which the combi-

nation of minor and major patterns varies, because the

environmental flow features or the source of vorticity

are different in each combination.

FIG. 9. Locations of an upper-tropospheric cyclonic circulation for all the TCG cases: (a) distance from the TCG

location to the circulation and (b) direction toward the circulation; 08 (1808) is northward (southward). The case

numbers in both panels are accumulated about upper 75th percentile cases for 30 yr from 1979 to 2008.
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FIG. 10. Scatter diagrams of themajor pattern scores vs minor pattern scores. The abscissa axis is themajor score and the ordinate axis is

the minor score. For SL, CR, and PTC, the minor score comprises the second and third contributions. For EW, the minor score includes

the second, third, and fourth contribution. The line and R2 value in each diagram are the first-order regression and determination co-

efficient, respectively.
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First, we will discuss the SL and CR patterns. In Fig.

10a, the SL major pattern has a high correlation with

CR, and the slope of the FOR is steeper than for other

cases. In Fig. 10d, CR is the major pattern and also has

a high correlation and a steeper slope with SL. This

implies that the SL and CR patterns are highly corre-

lated. This is a reasonable result since the SL and CR

patterns appear at the northern flank and the eastern

edge of the monsoon southwesterly winds, respectively.

The EW pattern does not have a high correlation with

SL or CR, and the FOR slopes are less steep in Figs.

10b,e,g,h than others. This implies that the EW pattern

is independent of SL and CR, which is consistent with

the finding of L08 that TCG associated with the EW

pattern are distinguished from those ofmonsoon-related

patterns such as SL and CR. The independent nature of

the EW pattern is more clearly seen from the following

analysis. We counted the number of TCGs with a score

from only one pattern (i.e., the scores of other patterns

are zero).WhenEW is themajor pattern (165 cases), the

scores of the other patterns were all zero in 100 cases

(61%). For cases where the other patterns are the major

contribution, the ratios are 15% for SL, 15% for CR, and

16% for PTC. Thus, EW pattern tends to generate TC

by itself. As an exception to this, the EW (major pattern)

has a high correlation with PTC as show in Fig. 10i. The

slope is relatively steeper, and the correlation is higher.

Thus, it seems that EW has a certain relationship with

PTC. One possibility is that PTC feeds vorticity into the

TCG environment, and promotes evolution of tropical

cyclones from the disturbance of the easterly wave.

Finally, we discuss the case when PTC is the major

contributing pattern. The PTC pattern does not have

a high correlation with SL and EW as seen in Figs. 10j,l.

In addition, the FOR slopes in Figs. 10j,l are relatively

gentle. So although PTC helps create a suitable TCG

environment, SL or EW do not coexist when PTC is the

major flow feature. On the other hand, PTC has a high

correlation with CR and a relatively steep FOR slope in

Fig. 10k. In the reverse case when CR is the major pat-

tern (Fig. 10f), PTC also has a relatively high correlation

and steeper slope. Therefore, the PTC and CR patterns

tend to coexist. According to Li and Fu (2006), TCs that

have a Rossby wave train do not always lead to new TC

genesis. Thus, TCG in the PTC pattern requires some

other background conditions. From the relationship

mentioned above, the CR pattern may be considered

as a candidate for the preferred condition for TCG in a

PTC major pattern.

b. The background environment of the flow patterns

It is interesting to see the current result from the

genesis potential index (GPI) as the background

environment of five flow patterns. We have calculated

the GPI as defined by Emanuel and Nolan (2004):

GPI5 j105hj1:5
�
H

50

�3�Vpot

70

�3

(11 0:1Vshear)
22 , (7)

where h is the absolute vorticity at 850 hPa, H is the

relative humidity at 700 hPa, andVshear is the magnitude

of the vertical shear of horizontal wind between 850 and

200 hPa. The potential intensity Vpot is calculated by

using a FORTRAN routine provided by Dr. Emanuel

(http://eaps4.mit.edu/faculty/Emanuel/products). Hereafter,

we refer the term of j105hj1.5 as the vorticity (VOR) term,

(H/50)3 as the relative humidity (RH) term, (Vpot/70)
3 as

the potential intensity (PI) term, and (11 0.1Vshear)
22 as

the vertical shear (VS) term. The GPI is also calculated

using JRA/JCDAS reanalysis data. According to the

distribution of the TCG location shown in Fig. 5, an

averaging domain is defined to be from 1008 to 1808 in
longitude and from 08 to 358 in latitude.

The distribution of calculated GPI and TCG locations

for the SL-, EW-, and CR-major patterns are shown in

Fig. 11, where TCG locations during SL-, EW-, and CR-

major cases in July–October (JASO) are plotted using

different symbols and the spatial distribution of GPI

values averaged over the same period is defined by the

background shading. It is seen that the distribution of

plots follows the shape of high GPI values though there

are considerable plots to the south of 108N where GPI

values are relatively low.

Figure 12a shows seasonal changes of the GPI and the

major five patterns averaged over the 30 yr. The corre-

lation coefficients between major five patterns and the

GPI (or equation terms) are shown in Table 4. The

correlation coefficients with GPI exceed 0.89 for all five

patterns. This consistency of seasonal changes can be

found in Fig. 12a. In the five patterns, the SL- and CR-

major patterns have especially strong correlation; these

coexistences are more than 0.94. However, there are

differences in correction intensity between terms of the

GPI equation. For example, when the SL is major flow

pattern, the score has stronger correlation with the PI

term than RH or VS. The EW pattern also has same

correlation with the SL pattern. But, the CR pattern has

a stronger correlation with the RH term than the PI.

This difference seems to come from the difference of the

seasonal peak. The frequency peak of the SL or EW

pattern exists around August to October, but the CR

pattern is frequent from July to August. In the GPI terms,

the PI term has the higher values fromAugust toOctober,

and the RH and VS terms are high from July to August.

According to Murakami et al. (2011), the PI is one of

the factors causing an increase in GPI for the entire
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WNP, and CAPE is the largest contributor to the in-

crease in PI. Because CAPE can be determined mainly

by sea surface temperature, the TCG cases of the SL or

EW pattern would be controlled by the seasonal change

of sea surface temperature. On the other hand, the CR

pattern is related with themonsoon trough asmentioned

in the above section. According to Wu et al. (2012),

when the monsoon trough is strong, convection is en-

hanced, relative humidity is increased, and vertical shear

of zonal wind is reduced. All these conditions are fa-

vorable for TCG, and the number of CR pattern cases

would increase according to intensification of such fa-

vorable environments.

Figure 12b shows interannual changes of GPI and the

EW patterns. The correlation coefficients between the

five flow patterns and GPI (or equation terms) are

shown in Table 4. It is clear that everymajor flow pattern

has weak correlation with the GPI. Menkes et al. (2012)

pointed that the GPI is able to reproduce interannual

changes over the North Atlantic, but is not able to re-

produce that over the WNP. The SL and CR patterns

seem to have a little better correlation, but the EW has

a weak correlation coefficient of 0.083. For the PTC

pattern, the correlation coefficient is negative. Since the

GPI is a potential for the TCG, a negative correlation is

not useful. The GPI is originally designed for seasonal

FIG. 11. Horizontal distribution of TCG locations and the correspondingGPI distribution for

JASO averaged over 30 yr. Circles, squares, and triangles are TCG locations of SL-, EW- and

CR-major patterns, respectively.

FIG. 12. Comparison with the GPI: (a) seasonal variation; the accumulated number per one

month of the SL or CR patterns for 30 yr from 1979 to 2008. The values of GPI and its terms are

averaged among 30 yr (1month)21. (b) Interannual variation; the accumulated number per one

year of the EWpatterns for 30 yr. The values of theGPI and its terms are averaged among 1 yr.
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change, so there will be some difficulties in application

to interannual change.

It is also of interest to determine the role of the

Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian

1994) on TCG since the location of the westerly burst

relates with MJO as reported by Wheeler and Hendon

(2004) and Maharaj and Wheeler (2005). Taniguchi

et al. (2010) have previously reported a TCG case as-

sociated with the westerly winds of the MJO. To show

the relation, the MJO index of Wheeler and Hendon

(2004) is plotted for the SL and CR pattern cases, which

are the most likely to be affected by MJO. In the sum-

mer season (July–October) 55% of SL cases occurred

when the MJO is active (amplitude . 1), among which

49% are in phases 5–7 (active in WNP). For the CR

pattern, the percentages are 57% and 60%, respectively.

In the winter season (December–February), 62% of SL

occurred with active MJO, among which 52% are in

phases 5–7.

These results suggest that the MJO contributes to the

TC genesis to some extent, but other factors are im-

portant to TCG since nearly two-thirds of TCG are not

directly affected by the MJO.

c. The unclassified flow pattern

In this section, we briefly examine TCG cases cate-

gorized into the unclassified flow (UCF) pattern. We

show four examples of typical UCF in Fig. 13 from the 36

cases that have no scores for the five flow patterns of

interest. The location of TCG is represented by a red

star in each diagram. Figure 13a shows the fourth TCG

TABLE 4. Correlation coefficients between seasonal/interannual

changes of GPI and major flow patterns for the 30-yr cases. VOR,

RH, PI, and VS are terms of the GPI equation.

Seasonal changes

Patterns GPI VOR RH PI VS

SL 0.96 0.88 0.83 0.94 20.80

CR 0.94 0.80 0.92 0.87 20.88

GY 0.89 0.86 0.76 0.92 20.71

EW 0.90 0.92 0.79 0.93 20.77

PTC 0.89 0.84 0.73 0.86 20.70

All 0.98 0.90 0.88 0.96 20.84

Interannual changes

Patterns GPI VOR RH PI VS

SL 0.31 0.56 20.16 0.13 20.02

CR 0.29 0.17 0.29 0.27 20.16

GY 0.04 0.25 0.24 20.24 0.13

EW 0.08 20.41 0.07 0.15 20.41

PTC 20.27 0.07 20.13 20.15 20.22

All 0.25 0.30 0.11 0.22 20.47

FIG. 13. Examples of unclassified flow patterns. A red star represents the location of cyclogenesis in each diagram.

Vectors are the horizontal wind field at 850-hPa height and the color shade is the zonal wind at the same height.

Green color contours represent sea level pressure.
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record in 1981 in JTWC, which was generated in the

South China Sea. Eight cases of this type of TCG were

identified, and all were generated in westerly winds, and

no contribution from SL, CR, or EW can be expected.

Figure 13b shows the eighth record in 1989, which was

generated in an eastern area of the WNP. There are 13

cases of this type, and these are widely distributed from

latitudes 4.08–29.58N. Almost all such TCG cases oc-

curred in easterly winds, but a few cases that are gen-

erated in higher latitudes occurred in westerly winds.

Figure 13c shows the 17th record in 2002, for which the

TCG latitude is the highest of all 908 cases at 33.78N.

Four of the unclassified cases were generated near

Japan, and the TCG latitudes of other three cases are

24.68, 28.08 and 30.48N.

The remaining 10 UCF cases were generated in the

typical TCG area to the east of the Philippines, but no

remarkable flow features are identified. The wind speed

is low in either a westerly or easterly direction as seen in

Fig. 13d, which is the 10th record in 2000.

6. Summary

In this study, we carried out categorization of flow

features of the lower troposphere associated with TCG

over the western North Pacific (WNP). The five patterns

identified are monsoon shear line (SL), monsoon con-

fluence region (CR), monsoon gyre (GY), easterly wind

wave (EW), and preexisting tropical cyclone (PTC), and

are based on those of RH99. We extended the analysis

period to 30 yr from 1979 to 2008, which includes the

whole period of RH99. In the present study, the cate-

gorization was carried out objectively by using a new

method of calculating contribution scores from JRA-25/

JCDAS reanalysis data. The scores indicate the magni-

tude of the contribution of each flow pattern to the TCG,

and are calculated for all 908 TCG cases. The major

contributing flow pattern for each TCG is identified as

the flow pattern with the highest contribution score.

From the categorization results, it is clear that the SL

pattern is the most frequent flow pattern, followed by

the CR and EW patterns. PTC is a less frequent pattern,

and there are very few TCG cases associated with the

GY pattern. These results are consistent with those of

RH99.

We also considered the seasonality of the major con-

tributing flow pattern. The SL pattern is the most fre-

quent flow pattern throughout the year. The EWpattern

also occurs throughout the year although its ratio to

other patterns decreases in summer. The CR and PTC

patterns occur as major contributing flow patterns in

summer only. The interannual change of flow patterns

over the 30-yr study period is also investigated. The

order of the occurrence frequency of the five patterns

does not change dramatically for the longer period from

1979 to 2008 compared to that of RH99. Interannual

change of EW pattern seems to have relationships with

ENSO. In addition, the proportion of TCG cases asso-

ciated with the SL pattern slightly increases in the 6 yr

from 2002 to 2007.

The upper-tropospheric circulation and deep vertical

wind shear during TCG were also investigated. TCG

occurs when there is anticyclonic circulation in the up-

per troposphere for 75% of cases, and this result does

not differ among the five patterns. In regards to the

vertical shear of horizontal wind, weaker shear is the

preferred condition for TCG, and there is not a large

difference among the five flow patterns. These results

are consistent with previous findings (Gray 1968, 1998).

In the previous studies (RH99; L08), each TCG is

related to a single flow pattern although TCs often ap-

pear to be generated in an environment organized by

multiple flow patterns. Thus, we investigate interpattern

relationships and the preferred combinations of flow

patterns. To do so, we examine correlations between

scores of the major and secondary contributions. The

contribution scores of SL, CR, and GY patterns have a

good correlation with each other. Thus, the background

condition generating these flow patterns is common, and

is considered to be the monsoon trough elongated to-

ward the WNP in the Northern Hemisphere summer.

On the other hand, the EW pattern does not have much

correlation with the other flow patterns, and tends to

occur as an independent major flow pattern. For the

PTC pattern, there is a relatively high correlation with

the CR flow pattern.
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